Let / be a continuous map from the circle to itself, let /"(/) denote the set of integers n for which/has a periodic point of period ». In this paper it is shown that the two smallest numbers in P(/) are cither coprimc or one is twice the other.
1. Introduction. Let/be a continuous map of the circle into itself, let P(f) denote the set of positive integers n such that / has a periodic point of (least) period n. If P(f) does not consist of a single point, let px and p2 denote, respectively, the smallest and second smallest elements of P(f). It will be shown that either/;, and p2 are coprime or p2 -2pv
This result can then be combined with results in [1,3 and 6] to prove Theorem 1. Let f G C°(S\ Sl). Suppose that P(f) contains more than one element. Let p¡ and p2 denote the smallest elements of P( f ), with px < p2. lf2pK =£ p2 then:
( 1 ) p, and p2 are coprime; (2) a/;, + ßp0 G P(f) where a and ß are any positive integers; (3) The topological entropy off, h(f)s* log pp¡ p^ where rlPuPl is the largest zero of xP,+p2 -xPl -XP: -j (4) There exists a map fpiP, G C°(S[, S1 ) such that HfP,.J= {aP]+ßPl\aGN+ .ßGN+} U {/>" p2)
andh(fPl.Pl) = \°ePP¡.P:-I/2P\ = Pi there exists a map,fp¡p2. with P(fPl,Pz) = {/>,. P2) andhUPi.P._) = 0.
2. In this section the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 2.1. Let f G C°(S\ S]). Suppose that P(f) is not a singleton. Let px, p2
denote the two smallest elements of P(f). Then either /?, and p2 are coprime or
The theorem is trivially true if px -1, so throughout this section it will be assumed that/has no fixed points. It has been shown that if p, andp2 are not coprime thenp2 = lpt and p(x) -p(y). Now consider the map/Pl. This has a fixed point x, and y is a point of period /. Clearly 1 and / are the two smallest elements of P(f).
Since f is of degree one there exists a lifting g such that p(x) -p(y) -0.
Thus g G C°(R, R) and 1 and / are the two smallest elements of P(g). (if a lifting of a degree one map has a periodic point of period k, then so does the map). Sarkovskii's theorem then shows that 1-2. Thus statements (1), (2), and (3) of Theorem 1 are true.
To complete the proof it is only necessary to construct maps^, , with minimal entropy and with minimal number of periodic points.
When (/»,, p2) = 1, Ito [6] constructs a map f : S] -> S]. By looking at the associated A -graph he shows that h(f ,) = log pp¡ . The A -graph also shows that P(fPl,Pl) ={aPl+ßp2\aGN+,ßGN+}U {px\ Pl).
Now consider the case p2 -2/7,. Let S1 = R/Z and let/,2: S1 -S' be the map induced from Fx2: R -R defined by and Fp2p(x + k) = ,f/2//x) for k G Z. This map has only periodic points of period /7 and 2/7. Clearly/!(/',) = 0.
